Wired expansion microphones for the CP960 IP conference phone

The One Talk CPE90 wired expansion microphones (SKU: CPE90) work as an additional audio input device for the CP960 IP conference phone. Up to two expansion microphones can be connected to a CP960 IP conference phone to help extend the phone's range by an additional 10 feet or 360 degrees, respectively. Advanced echo cancellation and noise suppression filter out unwanted sounds.

Key features and benefits
• Optimal HD voice
• Full duplex technology
• 10-ft, 360° voice pickup
• Capacitive mute touchpad
• Echo cancellation
• Designed to be used with the CP960 IP conference phone

Physical features
• Connection cable length: 5.9 ft
• 1 x RJ9 (4P4C) port for connecting to CP960
• Dimensions (W x D x H): 3.39 in x 3.39 in x 0.64 in
• Operating humidity: 10 to 95%
• Storage temperature: -10 to 50° C
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About One Talk
One Talk, together with its related devices, software and applications ("Service" or "One Talk"), is a business telephone solution that brings together the functions of desk phones and mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) into a unified system, with all devices sharing the same communication features (see verizonwireless.com/support/one-talk-features/ for a listing of features available with the Service).

Technical support
For additional information, please visit the One Talk support website (verizonwireless.com/support/one-talk), where you can find additional documentation and answers to the most frequently asked questions.